The effects introduced by 4π charged-particle detector arrays such as the Microball on lifetime measurements by Doppler-shift attenuation techniques are discussed. The effect originates from the lower efficiency for detecting charged particles at backward angles. Procedures for correcting for such "bias" are described.
Introduction
In recent years, the third generation of γ-ray detector arrays have provided a wealth of data on the behavior of nuclei at high spins. The arrays, Gammasphere [1, 2] and Euroball [1] , each consist of a large number of high-purity Ge detectors, and offer unprecedented sensitivity for γ rays emitted from residual nuclei in low-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. The capabilities of these devices, however, can be greatly improved by the addition of auxiliary detectors. One particularly successful addition to Gammasphere is the Microball [3] , a 4π array of 95 CsI(Tl) detectors. The Microball can be used to identify the charged particles emitted by compound nuclei, affording the opportunity to select, or gate on, the reaction channel of interest and exclude other channels. The measured particle energies can also be employed to reconstruct the recoil velocity vectors of the residual nuclei on an event-by-event basis. This allows for an accurate three-dimensional Doppler correction (the recoil correction) to the γ-ray energies, greatly enhancing resolution; for example, a nearly fourfold decrease in FWHM has been achieved for the 2αp channel in mass Table 1 Summary of experimental information. The Gammasphere experiment labels, reaction information, mass regions populated, and the velocities of the compound nuclei produced at mid-target are provided. A ≈ 40 studies. A related discussion of Doppler corrections with a 4π array of Si detectors coupled with the Nordball Ge-detector array was provided in Ref. [4] .
The Microball does not have symmetric charged-particle detection efficiency and, therefore, a selected subset of the raw data is biased. If left uncorrected, this can signiÞcantly affect the data analysis, particularly when performing lifetime measurements using Doppler-shift attenuation methods (DSAM), where accurate knowledge of the recoil velocities is crucial. This paper will describe the origin of the Microball bias, details of performing a recoil correction to improve γ-ray energy resolution and considerably reduce the effect of the bias, and the consequences this has on DSAM studies.
Examples from several Microball-plus-Gammasphere experiments are provided to aid in the following discussion: The Þrst example is so-called Gammasphere experiment GS63. This experiment consisted of a 180-MeV beam of 36 Ar incident upon a 0.5-mg/cm 2 58 Ni target. In this experiment, Gammasphere contained 95 Ge detectors; hevimet collimators in front of the detectors were removed in order to obtain γ-ray fold and sum energy information as described in Ref. [5] . The second example is called experiment GS89, which consisted of a 250-MeV beam of 58 Ni incident upon two stacked 0.5-mg/cm 2 The recoil correction in a typical fusion-evaporation reaction
Conventions
In the following discussions, the effects of particle angular distributions will be ignored. Ultimately, these distributions are unimportant for the effects to be discussed since, in the center of mass frame, these distributions are rotationally symmetric with respect to the azimuthal angle φ and reßection symmetric about the zenithal angle θ = 90
• . Relativistic effects for the particles have been found to be negligible and are ignored. Quantities which refer to the beam, the compound nucleus, and the residual nucleus will be given the subscripts b, c, and r, respectively. Quantities referenced in the center-of-mass frame (CM) will be primed.
The recoil correction
Consider a fusion-evaporation reaction with target mass m t , beam mass m b , and beam energy E b , producing a compound nucleus of mass m c ≈ m b + m t . To do the recoil correction in the CM frame, one must follow this process:
(1) determine the velocity of the CM in the laboratory frame; (2) determine the velocity vector of the recoiling residual nucleus in the CM frame;
(3) transform the CM recoil velocity to the laboratory frame;
(4) perform a Doppler correction based on the recoil velocity vector.
Since momentum must be conserved, the momentum of the compound nucleus . P c after the collision must be the same as the momentum of the beam before the collision. In this way, the magnitude of the compound nucleus velocity can be found:
This quantity points in the beam direction, deÞned here as theẑ direction, so
The CM velocity is the same as the compound nucleus velocity,
. β cm = . β c .
In order to determine the velocity of the residual nucleus, one must next consider effects arising from the emission of particles. Because of the symmetries of the angular distribution mentioned above, it is easier to discuss these effects in the CM frame. If the compound nucleus emits a particle with momentum vector . P 0 i in the CM frame, then the momentum of the recoiling nucleus in the CM frame is − . P 0 i . The necessary quantities for determining the particle momenta are the CM energy E 0 i and the CM angles θ 0 and φ for each individual particle. The beam direction (ẑ) is deÞned to be θ = θ 0 = 0 • . The angle φ is the same in the CM and laboratory frames and, for the Microball, is deÞned with φ = 0
• pointing vertically upwards.
The magnitude of the momentum of an emitted particle can be found from its CM energy through the equation:
With this quantity, and the angles φ and θ 0 of the detector which detected the particle, one can construct thex,ŷ, andẑ components of the CM momentum vector for this particle: The same can be done for all particles in the event, and the components of all the individual momentum vectors summed to yield the total momentum . P 0 Σ . From conservation of momentum, the recoiling nucleus has momentum . P 0 r = − . P 0 Σ in the CM frame. Then, dividing this quantity by the mass of the recoiling nucleus m r , one obtains the recoil velocity of the residue in the CM frame, . β 0 r :
Next, the velocity vector of the residual nucleus must be transformed to the laboratory frame for the subsequent Doppler correction. Nonrelativistically this is straightforward, just add . β c to . β 0 r . (There is a small relativistic correction, but the recoil kicks are generally sufficiently small, β 0 r ¿ 1, that this correction is negligible.) Thus,
Thex andŷ components of . β r are the same as those of . β 0 r , but theẑ component is different since . β c has only aẑ component.
The recoil correction can also, of course, be performed in the laboratory frame. An expression equivalent to Eq. 6 can be obtained that explicitly depends on the particle momenta in the laboratory frame rather than . P 0 Σ . The advantage of a CM-frame recoil correction, however, is the transparent separation of the contributions from projectile momentum and evaporated-particle momentum kicks.
The Þnal step of the recoil correction involves using the velocity vector of Eq. 6 in the Doppler correction. The full, three-dimensional Doppler correction yields for E 0 , the γ-ray energy in the nuclear frame,
where E l is the measured γ-ray energy in the laboratory frame andê is the unit vector from the point of γ-ray emission (assumed to be the target) to the γ-ray detector. Theê unit vector can be determined from the laboratory angles θ and φ of the γ-ray detector by taking thex,ŷ, andẑ projections similarly to what was done in Eqs. 4. Note that the conventions for deÞning the angle φ are different for the Microball and Gammasphere; one should add 180
• to the Gammasphere φ for the correction to work [7] .
Equations 6 and 7 are essentially all that are necessary to perform the recoil Doppler shift correction to the data on an event-by-event basis. If the energies and emission angles of all the particles in an event are known, one can construct the . β r vector for each event, and perform a Doppler shift correction using this vector. This is the Microball recoil correction.
Now consider a large number of such events. Due to the symmetries of the particle angular distributions in the CM frame, the particle momenta average to zero. Measuring the average recoil velocity for such data will yield the value h . β r i = . β c . This can be demonstrated by the following: Figure 1 illustrates the CM velocity . β are not isotropic, they are symmetric for (θ 0 , φ) and (180
, and produce the same result as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Hence, averaged over many events h . β 0 r i = 0 and, from Eq. 6, h . β r i = . β c , regardless of reaction channel.
Ideally, all channels would have the same observed average recoil velocity. In reality, this is not the case because of target-and Microball-related effects. These will be addressed in Sec. 3.
Improving energy resolution in γ-ray spectra
The velocity h . β r i obtained by the above formalism corresponds to the residual nuclei immediately following the fusion-evaporation process. As the residues traverse the target (and backing, if present), they lose energy through interactions with the target material. The velocity thus decreases with time from the initial value of h . β r i. This has implications for the energy resolution of the γ-ray peaks, e.g. if spectra sorted from the full Gammasphere array are being analyzed. The best resolution is obtained when peaks for a given transition measured in separate Gammasphere rings fall at the same energy, i.e., the rings are lined up. Typically, for experiments using a self-supporting target one wants to line up the slowest (and most intense) transitions, namely those occurring after the nucleus has escaped the target. The appropriate velocity for use in the recoil correction in such cases is the average escaping recoil velocity h . β esc i. One cannot use a single value in the recoil correction to simultaneously line up all transitions, however; the velocity h . β esc i will line up the escaping recoils, but not the fastest transitions where the velocity is closer to . β c . To improve overall resolution, one can use a variable (e.g., E γ -dependent) recoil velocity such as was done in Ref. [8] . To keep this discussion general, we shall assume that an arbitary velocity . β m is needed to line up a particular transition. This velocity can then be substituted for . β c in Eq. 6 to line up the rings.
The value of . β m can be directly deduced from the data, but must be done in a particular way:
(1) Apply only the recoil-kick correction to the data; i.e., follow the prescription outlined in Sec. 2.2, but set . β c = 0. This applies a Doppler correction to each residue which arises solely from the momentum kicks of the particles. (2) Sort the resulting γ-ray data by Gammasphere ring. (3) Measure the peak centroids for a particular transition in each ring and extract the corresponding velocity . β m = β mẑ .
If the data are sorted without an applied kick correction, the deduced value for . β m may not line up the ring spectra when used in place of . β c in Eq. 6. The recoil correction can be thought of as comprising two parts: the correction for the momentum kicks of the particles, and the correction for the momentum imparted to the compound nucleus in the collision between the beam and target nuclei. The kick correction improves the resolution of the γ-ray peaks, while the Doppler correction lines up the spectra by ring. When the full recoil correction is performed, both of these corrections are done simultaneously. If the data are sorted without the kick correction when measuring the velocity . β m , then . β m will include the averageẑ component of the recoil kicks. (If h . β 0 r i = 0, the correct value of . β m would be obtained regardless, but as will be demonstrated in Sec. 3, this is generally not the case.) When this value of . β m is then used in the full recoil correction, the kick correction is essentially done twice, explicitly through the second term in Eq. 6, and implicitly through the component included in . β m . Thus, the resulting ring spectra will not line up. Note also that applying this value of . β m without a kick correction will line up the ring spectra, but will not improve the γ-ray energy resolution in the individual rings.
In a thin-target DSAM centroid-shift analysis [9] , one deduces the average velocity of the residual nuclei for the decay of a particular state. This can be done by sorting spectra by ring with some applied recoil velocity . β app = β appẑ [or, as in the case of Ref. [8] , β app (E γ )ẑ] plus the kick correction for . β 0 r , then measuring the average residual Doppler shifts to deduce the residual recoil velocity . β res = β resẑ for transitions decaying from that state. Adding . β app to . β res gives the value of . β m that would line up that transition in all rings.
A further improvement to the γ-ray energy resolution, particularly when using a thick target, is discussed in Appendix A. SpeciÞcally, Eq. 18 in Appendix A replaces Eq. 6 in the recoil correction.
The Microball bias

Microball efficiency and the Microball bias
The Microball is nominally a 4π array of 96 CsI(Tl) detectors. However, there are small gaps at the extreme forward and backward angles for the beam pipe, there is a detector missing to permit insertion of a target (leading to the total of 95 elements), and the target frame itself can block the passage of charged particles to the detector elements. If one accounts only for the geometric coverage, the Microball subtends approximately 96% of 4π; if the effect of the target frame is taken into account, the remaining coverage is about 90% of 4π, providing an upper limit for the efficiency of this array. Since the CsI(Tl) detectors have signiÞcant opening angle, occasionally a single crystal will be hit by two particles in a single event. This also somewhat reduces the efficiency of the device since the particles will be misidentiÞed.
Another factor which enters into the Microball efficiency is the detection of low-energy particles. The detection of the lowest-energy particles is difficult, since they may be discarded when one places cuts on various parameters in an attempt to remove noise from the data. Furthermore, it is difficult in the offline analysis to distinguish low-energy protons from low-energy α particles. One should also recall that there are absorbers placed in front of the CsI detectors [3] . These absorbers stop the large amounts of δ-ray electrons produced in the reaction, and prevent scattered beam from entering the detectors at the forward angles. However, they also decrease the energies of the particles that enter the detectors. Typically, a particle will only lose 0.5 to 1 MeV in the absorber, but this may be enough to prevent the identiÞcation of particles which are emitted with low energies.
The Microball bias arises because the Microball misses particles at backward angles more often than at forward angles. This is due primarily to kinematics; in the laboratory frame, the particles are emitted by a moving source. Therefore, those particles emitted in the forward direction have their laboratory energies boosted to values higher than the CM value, and those particles which are emitted backwards have lower energies. It becomes more difficult to detect and distinguish protons, α particles, and noise as the particle energies decrease. Thus, those particles which already have low energies in the CM frame may not be detected or identiÞed correctly in backward-angle detectors of the Microball.
The Microball bias can be exempliÞed by experiment GS89 (cf. Table 1) . In this experiment, the compound nucleus velocity at mid-target was β c = 470.4×10 −4 . Due to this high velocity, protons having CM energies less than 6 MeV were not detected in the back rings of the Microball, in part due to offline cuts applied to remove noise from the data. There was no such cut imposed on the front rings, since the particle energies are high and thus signiÞcantly above the noise level. This example shows that the Microball is indeed more efficient at forward angles, and demonstrates how the Microball bias arises.
Consequences of the Microball bias
If charged-particle detection efficiency was uniform, then the measured average initial velocities of residual nuclei produced in any evaporation channel would be the same as that of the compound nucleus, as discussed in Sec. 2.2 (apart from a cross-section dependence that will be addressed in Sec. 3.4). In practice, this is not the case because of the Microball bias. When requiring the detection of a particle in Microball-gated events, one preferentially selects those events in which the particle was detected in a forward Microball ring. In these events, the residual nucleus received a recoil kick backwards from the particle, and would consequently have a reduced forward velocity. Thus, the events that are selected have a net bias towards smaller average initial velocities than if no charged-particle gate was used. By the same token, the kinematic circle shown in Fig. 1 is, in practice, not a full circle. Part of the circle in the forward direction is missing, corresponding to those events where the particles were emitted in the backward direction. The average h . β 0 r i is then nonzero and points opposite the direction of . β c , reducing the average initial velocity. The efficiency for detecting protons is more symmetric than the efficiency for α particles, so the bias in proton channels is smaller.
The velocity bias is illustrated in Fig. 2 for several evaporation channels from the GSFMA8 experiment (see Table 1 ). The panels show plots of β 0 z versus β 0 ⊥ , the components of . β 0 r (see Eq. 5) along and perpendicular to the beam axis, respectively, as determined from the measured charged particle momenta. (These plots are similar to the β z − β x plot in Ref. [10] , for example, except that we use β . The size of ∆β z increases with the number of α particles in the channel. If one does not perform appropriate corrections, this would be the amount by which measured velocities are biased. Consequently, any analysis which requires accurate knowledge of the recoil velocities, such as a DSAM lifetime measurement, may be affected considerably by this bias. It is beneÞcial and, in fact, necessary to account for this bias.
Correcting the Microball bias
To proceed with the discussion of correcting the Microball bias, it is useful to introduce the terms fully-gated and partially-gated data. In fully-gated data, all of the emitted (charged) particles for the channel of interest have been detected; in partially-gated data, one or more particles have escaped detection. For example, if one selects events in which four protons were detected with the Microball and subsequently looks at γ-ray transitions from the 4p reaction channel, one uses fully-gated data. On the other hand, one might require three protons in the Microball but look at γ-ray transitions from the 4p reaction channel (refer to Sec. 3.5). In this case, one deals with partially-gated data. Figure 3 shows the effects of the Microball bias on measured escaping recoil velocities. Several channels in the data from experiment GS63 (A ∼ 80 nuclei) are considered. The scale on the x axis denotes the charged particle gate as 10N α + N p , where N α is the number of α particles in the event and N p the number of protons; for example, the α2p channel is represented by x = 12.
(Exit channels involving the emission of a neutron are not considered.) In this Þgure, the open circles represent recoil velocities measured in fully-gated charged-particle data. The recoil velocities were measured as follows: The raw γ-ray energies from events which satisÞed a particular charged-particle gate were incremented into spectra according to Gammasphere ring number. Centroids were measured for various peaks in each of the resulting ring spectra. Finally, the recoil velocity was obtained by a least-squares Þt to the measured centroids for each transition. If possible, recoil velocities were extracted from several transitions, and the average value is shown in the Þgure. The effect of the Microball bias is seen in two respects. First, the recoil velocity of, e.g., the 5p channel is more than 10% higher than that of the 4α channel, illustrating the difference between detecting protons and α particles. Second, there is a clear trend towards smaller recoil velocities as the number of detected charged particles increases, see e.g. 4α versus 3α. The effect is even more pronounced for mass regions lighter than A = 80.
For the purpose of comparison, results without the bias are also considered, which are obtained by not gating on the charged-particle channel. These are indicated by the open squares in Fig. 3 . These recoil velocities were measured similarly to the biased data points, using centroids from the different Gammasphere ring spectra. Note, however, that in most cases it was necessary to double gate on known γ rays in order to obtain spectra clean enough for reliable centroid measurements, and that the transitions which determine β esc are relatively strong. (This approach would fail, however, for measurements in weakly-populated structures such as superdeformed bands.) The recoil velocities measured in this manner are nearly equal for all reaction channels. There is still a slight downward trend as more particles are emitted; however, this is because the relative cross sections for different reaction channels change as the beam loses energy in the target. This will be described in more detail in Sec. 3.4. The comparison shown in Fig. 3 of the escaping recoil velocities measured with and without Microball gates demonstrates that the large downsloping trend of the fully-gated data points is, indeed, an effect due to the Microball.
It is possible to remove the bias from the data and still retain the essential ability to gate on the charged-particle channel. The β 0 ⊥ − β 0 z plots shown in Fig. 2 for fully-gated GSFMA8 data, generated from the vector addition of the momentum kicks to the residual nucleus due to charged-particle emission, can be used to deduce the size of the Microball bias by measuring ∆β 0 z . But this uses exactly the same information as is used in the recoil correction described in Sec. 2.2. Thus, in the process of improving the γ-ray energy resolution through a recoil correction, one also corrects the bias.
Recoil velocities are determined by measuring the Doppler-shifted energies of γ-ray transitions at several angles, as described above. The measured γ-ray energies are Doppler shifted according to
Recall (Eq. 6 and Sec. 
(For justiÞcation of this approximation, see Appendix B.) Finally, recall that the Microball bias shows up only in the quantity . β 0 r . Therefore, if one performs a Doppler correction to the data only for . β 0 r , one obtains
where E k is the kick-corrected γ-ray energy, which is free of the Microball bias. E k is the energy one would measure if the quantity . β 0 r averaged to zero over many events, as it would if either the Microball was not used for channel selection, or if it had the same detection efficiency at all angles. Thus, one can obtain unbiased recoil velocities . β m by measuring E k at several angles.
To show that this method does, in fact, yield unbiased results, the recoil velocities of several fully-gated charged-particle channels were measured using kick-corrected energies. The results are shown as open triangles in Fig. 3 . One can see that the measured recoil velocities are nearly independent of the number of charged particles in the gate. Consequently, they are in much better agreement with the ungated (unbiased) measurements obtained by ignoring the Microball content of the data (open squares) than are the measurements made without the kick correction (open circles). This demonstrates that performing the kick correction does remove the majority of the bias resulting from the angle dependence of the Microball efficiency (for the remaining biases, see Sec. 3.6).
As pointed out earlier, the recoil correction to the γ-ray energies can increase tremendously the resolution of the γ-ray data; in some cases the full width at half maximum of γ-ray peaks can be reduced by as much as about a factor of four. Thus, researchers analyzing Microball data would commonly perform the recoil correction to the γ-ray energies, and consequently correct for the Microball bias at the same time. However, the recoil correction is not only a method to improve resolution, but it is also crucial for the accurate measurement of recoil velocities, the basis of DSAM lifetime measurements.
Simulated response of Microball
A computer program was written to simulate the response of the Microball. The program was applied to the conditions of experiment GS63 (see Table  1 ). Essentially, the program assumed a compound nucleus was formed with a speciÞed momentum along the beam direction. A given number of charged particles was then emitted. The kinetic energy loss of the residual nucleus was determined according to stopping powers calculated using the computer code TRIM95 [11] . Next, the recoil velocity vector of the nucleus after it emerged from the target material was calculated. The symmetries in particle evaporation (see Sec. 2.2) imply that these velocity vectors are distributed symmetrically around the beam axis. Finally, theẑ component of the velocity (the component along the beam direction) was calculated. This is the actual quantity one obtains when measuring recoil velocities because the detectors in a ring are summed over the angle φ. This procedure was performed 2.5×10 5 times and the results averaged for each of several reaction channels.
The input parameters are based on the experimental results from GS63. The particle CM energies were chosen at random from the measured CM energy spectra of both protons and α particles. Events in which many particles are emitted typically have lower individual particle energies; the energies were hence modiÞed by a factor F n−1 , where n is the total number of particles emitted, and F was chosen as 0.98. The directions in which the particles were emitted (in the CM frame) were chosen at random, i.e. particle angular distribution effects were ignored. In order to simulate the Microball bias, the (laboratory frame) energy cut-offs below which particles were not detected were determined for both protons and α particles, for all rings of the Microball, using data from GS63. If a particle in a simulated event had a laboratory energy below the cut-off, or if the particle was emitted towards the extreme forward or backward angles where there are no CsI detectors, the event was discarded.
It was necessary to include one Þnal effect in order to achieve reasonable agreement with experiment. Since the beam loses energy as it traverses the target, the relative reaction cross sections in the front of the target differ from those in the back. For example, the 4α reaction channel is more likely to occur towards the front of the target, where the beam energy is highest, when compared to the α2p channel. Thus, the momentum with which the residual nucleus is formed will be higher, on average, for the 4α reaction channel compared to the α2p reaction channel. On the other hand, the residual nucleus from the 4α reaction channel will have to traverse more target material than the residual nucleus from the α2p channel. In order to simulate this effect, we Þrst calculated with TRIM95 that the beam loses ∼5.5 MeV in the target. Then, the statistical code CASCADE [12] was run at several beam energies between 180 and 174.5 MeV to determine the relative cross sections for various reactions as a function of energy. Finally, the cross-section weighted average beam energies at which the different evaporation channels (4p, 5p, α2p, etc.) occur were calculated. This information was used to determine the initial momentum of the compound nucleus for a given reaction channel, as well as the amount of target material the residual nucleus had to traverse, both of which determined the escaping recoil velocity. This procedure was essential in reproducing the downward slope for β esc of the unbiased experimental measurements shown in Fig. 3 (open squares) . Without the inclusion of the energy-dependence of the cross section, the unbiased simulated data points were nearly constant for all reaction channels.
The simulated data points are shown in Fig. 3 ; Þlled squares denote the simulated unbiased data, and Þlled circles represent the simulated biased data. The agreement with experiment is very good.
Biases in partially-gated data
Occasionally, one may need to deal with partially-gated data. One reason may be to increase statistics: if one is examining fully-gated 4p data with a proton detection efficiency ε p = 80%, this subset includes only ε 4 p = 41% of the data from the 4p reaction channel. The 3p gate, however, includes 4ε 3 p (1 − ε p ) = 41% of the 4p data as well, so adding the 3p-gated data to the 4p-gated data doubles the statistics for the 4p channel. Another reason may be to subtract out contaminating channels: if one wants to analyze the 3p channel, the 4p channel will be a constant presence in the data, from every event in which exactly one of the four protons was not identiÞed. If the 4p channel is sufficiently strong, it may be beneÞcial to subtract 4p-gated data from the 3p-gated data.
Partially-gated data are also biased, but in the opposite direction of the bias for fully-gated data. Consider an extreme case, in which one applies the 0p gate and measures the recoil velocity of the 4p reaction channel. This is equivalent to requiring that none of the four protons be identiÞed with the Microball; it is, therefore, more likely that these particles were emitted in the backward direction where the Microball is less efficient. These particles give the residual nucleus a kick in the forward direction, and one would thus measure a recoil velocity which is larger than the unbiased result. The other charged-particle gates in this example (3p, 2p, and 1p) will yield results in between the 0p and 4p extremes. This bias is not taken into account when doing the recoil correction for partially-gated data, in contrast to the treatment of fully-gated data, since a kick correction cannot be applied for those particles that went undetected. Unfortunately, there is no way to completely remove the bias from partiallygated data. The effect is fairly small when a single proton is undetected, but missing an α particle can signiÞcantly alter the peak shapes and centroids observed in γ-ray spectra. To illustrate, Fig. 4 shows the 2814-keV 7/2 + → 3/2 + transition in 39 K, produced by 2αp evaporation in experiment GSFMA8 (see Table 1 
Addition of different charged-particle gates
When adding different charged-particle gates, one should keep in mind that these gates will have different recoil velocities. For example, consider the addition of the 4p-and 3p-gated data sets, with the aim of studying the 4p reaction channel. There are two different classes of data: 1) transitions from the 4p reaction channel appearing in the 4p gate (fully-gated data), and 2) transitions from the 4p reaction channel appearing in the 3p gate (partially-gated data). The measured recoil velocity of the fully-gated data will be different from that of the partially-gated data because the recoil (and thus bias) correction cannot account for the missed proton. In order to optimize resolution, one should measure the recoil velocities for the two data sets and Doppler correct them independently. This will assure that the Doppler-corrected γ-ray energy from both the fully-gated and partially-gated data will be at the same peak position in spectra from detectors at any angle. There is still a degradation of the energy resolution for the 3p-gated data compared to the 4p-gated data, however; in the former case, there is additional broadening associated with the recoil kicks from the undetected proton which cannot be corrected. This can be a signiÞcant effect, especially for light nuclei when an α particle escapes detection [see Fig. 4(d) ].
When performing lifetime analyses, it can be problematic to add fully-gated and partially-gated data in this way. Although the peaks from the different data sets can be lined up by suitable choices of recoil velocity, the two gates have different biases that cannot be simultaneously treated in combined γ-ray spectra when considering some of the subtler effects of the bias discussed below in Sec. 3.6. On the other hand, when the bias, or the difference in biases for the different gates, is small, the effects described below are likely negligible, and the combined data set can then be used to extract lifetimes.
Subtraction of different charged-particle gates
When a channel-selected data set is considerably contaminated by a channel of higher particle fold, it is often helpful to subtract out the contaminants in order to obtain cleaner spectra. This can typically be done by subtracting an appropriate fraction of a fully-gated histogram for the contaminant channel. This fraction should be chosen such that the number of counts in an intense, clean peak of the contaminant channel is the same in both the fully-gated and partially-gated histograms. The energy resolution of peaks in the contaminant channel is worse in the partially-gated data than in the fully-gated data, however, so the contaminant peaks will not be correctly eliminated from the spectra. To attempt to reproduce the resolution of the partially-gated data, one may reject an appropriate particle from the recoil correction in the fullygated data. The recoil correction in both the fully-and partially-gated data would then be performed for the same number of particles.
Figures 4(c) and (e) show the 2814-keV
39 K γ ray where a proton or an alpha particle, respectively, was rejected from the recoil correction. This still will not exactly reproduce the spectrum for the partially-gated contaminant, however, because the angular distribution of the particles that were not detected (peaked in the backward direction) differs from the angular distribution of the particles that were detected and subsequently rejected from the recoil correction (peaked in the forward direction); this could have the effect of skewing the γ-ray peaks, especially for α-particle channels [compare Figs. 4(d) and (e)].
Subtracting particle gates does not present the same potential problem with different biases that is faced when adding gates. This is because when adding the gates, both gated data sets (and both biases) contribute to the spectra used in the analysis. On the other hand, the portions of the spectra that are being subtracted are the contaminants that one does not want to analyze and, hence, their corresponding bias is not relevant to the analysis of the channel of interest.
Residual biases
DeÞnition
There are a number of effects which contribute to the overall bias observed when comparing particle-gated data with ungated data. The method described earlier (Sec. 2.2) for applying a recoil correction accounts for the majority of this bias. In this section, we highlight the factors we have identiÞed that can bias the data but which are not corrected with the recoil correction; we refer to these as residual biases. It should be noted that these effects are, in general, fairly small, amounting to shifts in the average measured velocity of only a few percent or less of the total recoil velocity. This might not hamper a standard coincidence analysis when constructing level schemes, for example, where a slight broadening of peaks might be apparent in spectra summed over all Ge rings. But in lifetime analyses exploiting Doppler effects, where the recoil velocities of interest might vary over a range of about 10% or less of the maximum recoil velocity, a 1% bias could create a signiÞcant error.
Estimates of residual biases
In the following, examples are taken from experiment GSFMA8 (see Table  1 ). These A ≈ 40 nuclei represent somewhat of a "worst-case scenario" because the light masses of these nuclei make them particularly susceptible to effects originating from the recoil kicks. Recoil velocities were determined for three classes of γ-gated ring spectra which were sorted as follows: (i) with no charged-particle gate; (ii) with a charged-particle gate and no recoil correction applied; (iii) with a charged-particle gate and a recoil correction applied. The recoil velocities were obtained by measuring peak centroids as a function of angle (Gammasphere ring) for transitions in the channel of interest, then performing a least-squares Þt to the centroids to determine the corresponding value of β. The measured velocities of residual nuclei escaping the target for several reaction channels are given in Table 2 .
The spectra in class (i) are fully unbiased, whereas those in class (ii) are fully biased. The biases in this reaction vary from about 1% for the 3pn channel to 18% for the 2αp channel. (Note that there is no neutron-related bias for the 3pn channel because no selection condition was applied for neutrons.) The spectra in class (iii) would also be fully unbiased if the recoil correction was exact but, as is evident from Table 2 , this is not quite the case. The agreement between classes (i) and (iii) is better than 1%, however; this difference is the residual bias. Table 2 Escaping recoil velocities β esc for several reaction channels in experiment GSFMA8. The three classes of spectra are described in the text. 
Forward focussing of charged particles
Determining an appropriate recoil correction, as discussed in Sec. 2.2, requires accurate knowledge of the directions in which the evaporated particles were emitted. These directions are determined by the positions of the CsI detectors in which each particle was detected. However, the accuracy with which θ (and consequently θ 0 ) and φ can be determined for the direction of an emitted particle is limited by the opening angle of the corresponding detector. One could assume that, on average, the particles are detected at the midpoint of a given detector. This is a convenient assumption, as these angles are welldeÞned and generally do not change from experiment to experiment. This assumption, however, ignores the fact that the particles emitted in the CM frame are boosted along the beam direction in the laboratory frame. There should be a forward focussing of the charged particles for any given detector, resulting in a slight decrease of the zenith angle θ in the laboratory frame. (Recall that the beam axis is deÞned as θ = 0
• .) The forward focussing does not affect φ.
1
To approximate this effect, a θ-dependent weighting function is required that accounts for the higher probability that particles will hit a given detector closer to θ = 0
• . This can be accomplished by considering the Jacobian, the coordinate transformation between the solid angles in the CM and laboratory frames, which implicitly incorporates the forward focussing. (Note that this transformation is reaction-dependent.) Instead of using the angle at the center of the detector to determine the CM angle θ 0 , the following method was used: The laboratory angles θ 1 and θ 2 forming the edges of each detector were used to determine the corresponding Jacobians (J 1 and J 2 ) and CM angles (θ 0 1 and θ 0 2 ) for the measured incident particle energy. The angle hθ 0 i was then determined by averaging the two angles weighted by their corresponding Jacobians,
This was the angle used in place of θ 0 in Eq. 4. Forward focussing on the order of 0.1
• to 1 • was found in experiment GSFMA8, depending on the particle energy and position of the detector. The CM energies were also similarly weighted, but the corresponding effect on the recoil correction was small compared to the effect of the weighted angles. For the cases given in Table 2 , the measured velocities were found to be up to 1% larger than without the forward focussing.
A more accurate correction for the forward focussing could be obtained by measuring the actual angular distribution of the measured particles. This would incorporate anisotropies of the angular distribution, which are ignored in the above method, into the determination of the average angle hθ 0 i. The size of these anisotropies across a given detector may be small relative to the effect of the CM boost, however.
Punchthrough
If a charged particle has sufficient energy, it can pass through one of the CsI Microball detectors without stopping as a so-called punchthrough particle. In that event, the CsI measures only a portion of the energy of the particle. Since the rate of energy loss by a charged particle in a medium is dependent upon the energy of the particle, the amount of energy lost within a given distance (in this case, the thickness of the detector) is also dependent upon the incident particle energy. There is a maxiumum energy the particle can have, E max , such that it will lose its full energy in the detector. If the energy exceeds this amount, the measured energy loss is less than E max , with the measured amount decreasing the higher the particle energy is above E max .
In Fig. 5(a) , the energies of protons in experiment GSFMA8 measured in a ring-2 detector of the Microball (at 21
• ) are plotted versus the ratio of the charges integrated over the fast and slow gates on the CsI signal (the so-called PID ratio, see Ref. [3] for details). The measured proton energies increase until they reach a maximum value E max , indicated by the dashed line on Fig. 5(a) . The measured energies (and the corresponding calculated ratios) then decrease for energies exceeding E max , forming the distribution of events to the left of the main distribution in Fig. 5(a) . Figure 5(b) shows the one-dimensional projection on the energy axis made for those events within the mask deÞned by the solid line in Fig. 5(a) . It is clear that the number of counts (log scale) truncates fairly abruptly at E max . One can estimate the number of "missing counts", i.e. the punchthrough events, by extrapolating the curve as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5(b) . Equivalently, one could count the events in the punchthrough region directly, although, due to PID resolution loss at high counting rates (refer to Ref. [3] ), it may be difficult to separate these from the normal events in the region near E max .
Since the measured energies of punchthrough particles are smaller than the true energies, the calculated momenta of these particles will be too small. Consequently, the recoil corrections corresponding to the punchthrough particle kicks will also be too small. The forward boost of particles from the CM frame to the laboratory frame typically makes the punchthrough effect more of a problem at forward angles than at backward angles. Also, this is predominantly a proton effect; α particles emitted in typical fusion-evaporation reactions are not energetic enough to "punch through". A proton emitted in the forward direction gives the residual nucleus a recoil kick in the backward direction. The recoil correction accounts for part of this in punchthrough events, but there is a net backward kick remaining. Thus, recoil-corrected protonevaporation channels may exhibit a slight bias towards slower residual nuclei.
Approximately 2 to 3% of all events in experiment GSFMA8 include protons detected in the forward Microball detectors (rings 1 to 5) that are in the punchthrough region. This estimate is with the assumptions that there is at most one punchthrough proton per event and that the fraction of events with a punchthrough proton is roughly the same regardless of reaction channel. The following method was used to estimate the effect of these punchthrough events on the measured velocities: For each of the Þrst Þve rings of Microball, the maximum energy (E max ) for which a proton stops in a representative thickness of CsI was determined through simulations using SRIM stopping powers [11] ; E max varies between about 25 MeV (for ring 1) and about 18 MeV (ring 5). For several energies above E max , the amounts of energy actually deposited in the CsI detectors were calculated. These deposited energies were then used to calculate the effective momentum kicks for a A ≈ 40 residue, and the latter were compared to the expected momentum kicks for the full proton energy. In this way, the difference in velocities ∆β z due to the punchthrough effect was established for each of the proton energies. The ∆β z values were then weighted by the number of counts at the corresponding proton energy, estimated from the extrapolation to the histogram as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Dividing by the total number of events gives the weighted average h∆β z i, which quantiÞes the bias due to punchthrough protons. This bias is on the order of h∆β z i ∼ 10 −5 , compared to β z on the order of 10 −2 .
There are several factors that inßuence the punchthrough bias. In reactions that populate the compound nucleus at higher excitation energies, protons will be emitted with larger average energies and will consequently have a higher probability of being a punchthrough proton. The fraction of punchthrough events also depends on the CM velocity, speciÞcally how large a boost the forward-emitted protons receive in the laboratory frame. The mass of the nucleus is another factor: larger-mass nuclei will experience smaller recoil kicks, reducing the effect of the residual bias.
The punchthrough bias can be avoided if one cuts punchthrough protons from the selected subset of data. Applying masks, such as the one shown in Fig.  5(a) , for each of the CsI detectors would select just the main distributions of protons, thus rejecting the punchthrough events at the expense of efficiency.
MisidentiÞcation of particles
There are several scenarios in which the recoil correction will not be accurate because of the misidentiÞcation of particles. These include double-hit protons, where two protons in a single event strike the same CsI detector; uncorrelated particles from a different evaporation channel or an event associated with a neighboring beam burst; and noise in the detectors.
When two protons strike the same detector within a given event, their combined signals will appear with the same timing as a proton, but with the summed energy of the two protons; this is like the signature of a detected deuteron. While it is possible that deuterons and heavier nuclei are detected with the Microball (see, for example, Figs. 7 and 8 in Ref. [3] ), in a typical fusion-evaporation reaction only protons and α particles are measured. If deuteron-like signals appear in the spectra, they can be assumed to be a pair of double-hit protons and these events can be recovered. The problem this introduces is that the energies of the individual protons are not known, only their sum. (One can estimate them by assuming, for example, that the energy is shared equally between the two protons.) Thus, the momenta and subsequent recoil correction are not well determined for these particles. Of course, if one rejects these deuteron-like events, the problem is avoided entirely.
In experiment GSFMA8, the number of deuteron-like particles was determined to be less than half the number of punchthrough protons in several detectors. Even if the energies estimated for each proton of the deuteron-like event were off by a factor of two, based on the study of the punchthrough proton energies in Sec. 3.6.4 the average recoil velocity would be shifted by less than h∆β z i ∼ 10 −5 .
As mentioned above, it is possible that a charged particle from a separate fusion-evaporation event can be inadvertantly included in a particle gate. This errant particle may originate from reactions in consecutive beam bursts, or from another reaction channel in the same beam burst if cross sections are sufficiently large. The former situation arises because the timing resolution for the CsI detectors at backward angles of the Microball, where the incident particle energies are low, does not resolve events from consecutive beam bursts. These neighboring-beam-burst particles can fall within the distribution of same-beam-burst particles of another type. Thus, the distribution of protons, for example, may include uncorrelated protons from a different reaction channel from the same event as well as α particles from the previous event. These particles obviously have momenta unrelated to the reaction channel to which they have been misassigned, so any recoil correction applied for these particles would be inappropriate.
For this scenario to exist, a particle associated with the event must have escaped detection and an uncorrelated particle must have been misassociated with the event in its place. For multiparticle channels, the probability that at least one evaporated particle escaped detection can be signiÞcant; with a proton efficiency ε p = 80%, for example, all four protons of the 4p channel are correctly identiÞed only 41% of the time, with an equal number of events appearing in the 3p gate. The probability of counting an uncorrelated particle was estimated by comparing the area of a given γ-ray peak for the nucleus of interest, fully-gated on the appropriate evaporation channel, to the area of the peak in a data set gated on that channel plus one particle. For example, peak areas for transitions in 42 Ca, the α2p channel in experiment GSFMA8, were Þtted in recoil-corrected α2p-gated and α3p-gated spectra; we denote these areas as A(α2p) and A(α3p), respectively. To Þrst order (i.e., one misassigned particle), the probability of Þnding 42 Ca in the α3p channel is ε α ε 2 p εp, where εp is the probability that some signal (from an uncorrelated proton, α particle, or noise) is misassigned as a proton. The 42 Ca in the α2p channel has two main contributions, namely from those events where all three particles are correctly identiÞed and no particles were misassigned, and from those where one of the protons was missed and another signal was misassigned as a proton. The probability of Þnding 42 Ca in the α2p channel is thus ε α ε 2 p (1 − εp) + 2ε α ε p (1 − ε p )εp. DeÞning the ratio k = A(α3p)/[A(α2p) + 3A(α3p)], the probability εp = kε p /(ε p − 2k). In the GSFMA8 data set, with ε p = 68%, we found εp ≈ 5%. The percentage of 42 Ca events in the α2p gate having an uncorrelated particle is then
Recoil velocities were deduced from several 42 Ca transitions in the α3p-gated spectra. The average value indicates a bias of ∆β z = −2.8 × 10 −4 relative to the ungated velocity 361.6 × 10 −4 [see class (i) column in Table 2 ]. Assuming that this bias is exclusively caused by the misassigned particle, and that the effect is the same regardless of evaporation channel, then 5% of the 42 Ca events in the α2p-gated data are biased by this amount. Thus, the net bias due to misassignment of particles for the α2p channel is about −1.4 × 10 −5 . Other evaporation channels will likely have biases on the order of 10 −5 as well. The situation is more complicated than presented above, however, because it is possible that more than one proton or α particle is missed or misassigned in a given event. However, the estimate presented here shows that this scenario can produce measurable effects on a scale that may inßuence lifetime analyses, and the degree to which they need to be taken into account for the reported errors of the measurement.
Stopping powers
Performing a recoil correction with a suitable applied velocity, as discussed in Secs. 2.2 and 2.3, can result in γ-ray spectra in which the observed peaks have been shifted to approximately their correct, unbiased positions. This does not change the fact that the sampled data set is biased, however, and the average recoil velocity is different from the average velocity for the raw data set. This is of consequence when determining the energy loss of the residues as they traverse the target, since the stopping power for a given material is also dependent upon the ion energy. For slower residues with energies below the peak in the stopping powers (Bragg peak), there is a smaller energy loss per unit thickness of stopping material; above the Bragg peak, the reverse is true. The consequence of this is that the measured energies of γ decays that occur immediately following the fusion-evaporation process will be biased by a different amount than those decays that occur at later times, such as those occurring after the residue has escaped from the target. Note also that residues with lower, biased velocities take more time to traverse the target, which would further alter the centroids and line shapes of γ-ray peaks.
In experiment GSFMA8, the 2α channel was found to have an average initial bias of ∆β z = −54.0 × 10 To simulate these biased velocities, a reduced beam energy was input into simulations using the TRIM range tables such that the resulting value of β c was the biased value 332.4 × 10 −4 . The predicted escaping recoil velocities for the unbiased and biased cases were found to be 353.5 × 10 −4 and 296.0 × 10 −4 , respectively. This gives an average bias of ∆β z = −57.5 × 10 −4 for those nuclei escaping the target, which is clearly different from the average initial bias of ∆β z = −54.0 × 10 −4 . In other words, the size of the bias has effectively increased between the time when the reaction occurred and when the nucleus escaped the target. When a recoil correction is performed, it is the initial bias value (based on the detected particles) that is used. All but the fastest transitions will be slightly undercorrected. This can introduce discrepancies in the velocities on the order of 10 −4 .
In the above analysis, the code used to perform the simulations did not incorporate particle evaporation; thus, the effect of the bias was entered externally by way of a modiÞed beam energy. Alternative approaches would be to use the distribution of velocities of the residual nuclei sampled from the data in the simulation itself, such as described in Ref. [13] , or the particle energy cutoffs implemented in the simulations discussed in Sec. 3.4.
One should keep in mind that, generally speaking, the stopping powers for heavy ions are not known to better than about 10%. Thus, even with the above correction, the simulated velocities may not correctly reproduce the measured values. Escaping recoil velocities can often be measured rather accurately, even in class-(i) spectra (no particle gate). These values can be used as a form of stopping-power calibration in the simulations; since the data in class (i) are not biased, the difference between the measured and calculated escaping recoil velocities comes primarily from the uncertainty in the stopping powers.
(There are still other limitations, however, such as how well one knows the target thickness and the position in the target at which the reaction occurred.) Discrepancies between the escaping recoil velocities measured in class-(i) and class-(iii) spectra, on the other hand, arise because of the various residual biases.
Recoil cone
When one deduces velocities from γ-ray spectra sorted by Gammasphere ring (centered on the beam axisẑ), one obtains the average velocity vector
D
. β E , which lies alongẑ. Of course, as a consequence of particle evaporation, the velocity of each individual residual nucleus generally does not lie alongẑ. The recoil kicks and forward CM boost create a recoil cone of velocity vectors distributed symmetrically around theẑ axis. Although this cone is not part of the Microball bias, it is discussed here as it may have effects on lifetime measurements that may be worsened by the bias. In addition, the Microball can be used to compensate for these effects.
One consequence of the recoil cone is that any given residual nucleus traverses the target at a nonzero angle ψ relative to the normal to the target. (If the plane of the target is oriented perpendicular to the beam axis then ψ = θ, but otherwise the relation cos ψ =n ·β r must be evaluated, wheren is the unit vector along the normal to the target.) The effective thickness of the target for that residual nucleus is thus increased by the factor 1/ cos ψ. For those events in which only charged particles are emitted, the Microball can be used to establish the angle θ in which the residue moves as a result of the recoil kicks. One can then Þnd the value h1/ cos ψi by averaging over all events; this is the average factor by which the effective target thickness increases. In xα channels in light-mass systems, this increase can be a few percent. For example, in the 2α channel in experiment GSFMA8, h1/ cos ψi = 1.04. This effective thickness can be used in subsequent simulations when extracting lifetime information, although in many cases, the actual target thickness is not known to within this accuracy in the Þrst place.
In addition to traversing a longer path through the target, the actual velocity of a given residual nucleus is larger in magnitude than what is measured; only the averageẑ component is measured because the detectors are summed over the angle φ. The average magnitude of the recoil velocities is larger than the magnitude of the average recoil velocity by a term proportional to
where β ⊥ is the component of the recoil velocity perpendicular toẑ (see Appendix A).
As was discussed in the previous section, the correct initial velocities for the residues are required in order to properly simulate the slowing-down process. Now instead of correcting for just the bias to the velocity, one must also ensure that the simulated velocities account for the full magnitude instead of only thê z component. This can be done by, for example, including particle evaporation as part of the simulation or by altering the incident beam energy such that the correct average velocity is reproduced. Since the bias typically decreases the average velocity and the correction discussed here increases the velocity, there is a partial cancellation. Note also that this correction is relevant to both the data and the simulations; the corrections are applied to the simulations in order to obtain the correct stopping powers, but the data would then also need to be corrected accordingly.
E x dependence
The Þnal example of a Microball bias that will be presented in this work has been discussed previously in Ref. [14] , but is included here for completeness. In Ref. [14] it was found that, for a Þxed bombardment energy, the size of the Microball bias varies with the excitation energy E x at which the residual nucleus was populated. There is less energy available to the particles evaporated from the compound nucleus when the residue is populated at very high E x . Since lower-energy particles are more likely to go undetected at backward angles of the Microball and create a larger bias, the states populated at high E x would thus be biased more than states populated at lower E x .
In the reaction 40 Ca( 28 Si,2αp) 59 Cu, the average initial velocity was found to be constant at β = 376 × 10 −4 for states up to about 13 MeV, above which the velocity decreased approximately linearly to β = 367 × 10 −4 at E x = 30 MeV [14] . This is a considerable effect, with a velocity difference on the order of 10 −3 between the high-and low-E x states. If one performs the recoil correction as outlined in Sec. 2.2, these differences are taken into account in the resulting E γ spectra and, as before, the bias is removed. One must still consider the residual effects, however, speciÞcally with the energy-dependence of the stopping powers; the biased subset of nuclei populated at high E x will have lower velocities and, hence, different energy loss in the target.
Performing lifetime measurements with biased data
Lifetime measurements that employ Doppler-shift attenuation methods are sensitive to biases in the measured velocities. Although the main contribution to the bias can be compensated by performing an event-by-event recoil correction, there may still remain the residual effects on the order of ∆β z ∼ 10 −4 described in Sec. 3.6. Since typical fusion-evaporation reactions produce recoils with β ∼ 10 −2 , there are ∼1% systematic uncertainties in the velocities. In lifetime analyses using thin targets, where the recoil velocities vary over a range of only about 10% of the maximum velocity β 0 , these 1% systematic uncertainties correspond to 10% of the measured range. The accuracy with which the lifetimes can be deduced are limited by this systematic uncertainty, and thus would also have uncertainties on the order of 10%. Even if corrections are applied for some of the effects discussed in this paper, it would be highly difficult to measure the velocities to better than ∼0.1%, which results in a ∼1% uncertainty in the lifetime. Lifetime analyses using backed targets have a larger velocity range and are less sensitive to these effects.
The most signiÞcant residual biases that have been identiÞed are the forward focussing, and the dependence of the bias on stopping powers and E x . The effect of forward focussing can be included when sorting the γ-ray energy spectra, and approximately removed. The main contribution of the bias from the E x dependence is removed in the recoil correction, and this reduces to the problem of a stopping-power dependence, which will be discussed more below.
Events with punchthrough protons or deuteron-like 2p signals can be eliminated from the analysis by a suitable application of particle masks, such as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The other scenarios of misidentifying particles discussed in Sec. 3.6.5 are rather difficult to quantify, so this 10 −5 bias may be unavoidable. The effective increase in target thickness (h1/ cos ψi) and velocity correction term
/β cm´c an be deduced with the Microball; the former effect is often smaller than the uncertainty in the target thickness, and the latter again contributes to the stopping-power dependence.
To simulate the appropriate energy loss of a residue traversing the target, the correct stopping powers for the fully biased residue energy must be used. If one does this, however, the results cannot be directly compared to results deduced from spectra sorted with a full recoil correction, as these are (mostly) unbiased. The spectra sorted from data selected with the Microball but without applying a recoil correction are fully biased, but include peaks that can be several times broader than in the recoil-corrected spectra, complicating the analysis. The quandry is then how to perform appropriate simulations while still taking advantage of the beneÞts of the Microball recoil correction.
The consequences of the stopping-power dependence of the bias differ somewhat for centroid-shift and line-shape lifetime analyses. In centroid-shift analyses, the lifetimes are determined from the average velocities, which are deduced from the centroids of the γ-ray peaks. The data can be sorted with a full recoil correction, improving the energy resolution in each Gammasphere ring spectrum and lining up the rings. The deduced velocities can then be adjusted by the appropriate bias ∆β z for comparison with fully-biased simulations or, equivalently, the bias correction −∆β z can be applied to the fully-biased simulations instead. The same average value ∆β z that results from the recoil correction, as can be determined from Microball spectra such as those shown in Fig. 2 , should be used in these adjustments. Note that, as discussed in Sec. 3.6.8, this value of ∆β z may increase for transitions from the highest-energy states populated in the reaction.
Correcting the bias in line-shape analyses is more complicated than for centroidshift analyses, because the shape of the peak itself contains information about the velocities and lifetimes. Our proposed approach to this situation is: Perform a recoil correction to remove the effects of the evaporated-particle momentum kicks. Sort the data with an applied velocity of −∆β z . The peaks in the resulting spectra will no longer have the broadening from the recoil cone, but will still exhibit broadening from the reduction of velocity in the target material (i.e., the line shape of interest), and have centroids positioned according to the biased velocity. For the simulations, the situation has reduced from requiring the full distribution of recoil velocity vectors to simply having a biased average velocity in the beam direction, which can be reproduced by adjusting the inputs to the simulation such that the initial recoil energy corresponds to the biased value. One disadvantage to this method is that it uses the magnitude of the average velocity vector, not the average magnitude (see Appendix A), so the stopping powers used will not be quite right. This might be outweighed, however, by the advantages of being able to make use of the Microball channel selection and recoil correction. Note that this technique can also be applied to centroid-shift analyses, but the method described above might prove simpler in those cases.
Conclusions
To summarize, there are quantiÞable effects when using a 4π charged-particle detector array such as the Microball that can bias measured recoil velocities and affect lifetime measurements that use Doppler-shift attenuation tech-niques. The main contribution to the bias can be compensated by performing the prescribed event-by-event recoil correction. Residual effects on the order of ∆β z /β 0 ∼ 1% may remain, however, resulting in systematic errors on the order of 10% in lifetime measurements when using a thin target. For backed targets, the errors due to these effects will be smaller. Although the use of the Microball in such lifetime measurements may introduce some difficulties to the analysis, other effects like the recoil cone exist regardless. The Microball can help quantify those effects, in addition to being invaluable in improving sensitivity in studies of weak structures by enhancing speciÞc charged-particle channels and sharpening the γ-ray spectra through a recoil correction. Techniques are suggested for simultaneously taking advantage of this improved sensitivity and minimizing the effects of the residual biases. immediately following the fusion-evaporation process. At later times, the velocity of the nucleus has decreased due to energy losses through interactions with the target material. Assuming the rate of energy loss is independent of direction and the ion energies are high enough that lateral straggling is negligible 2 , then . β r (t) = ( . β c + . β
where 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 scales the magnitude of the recoil velocity according to the appropriate stopping powers, but preserves the original direction of the velocity vector . β r (0). If an ensemble of events is considered, it is the average velocity that is measured: 
where ∆β z is the average change in velocity in theẑ direction due to the Microball bias (usually negative), and the transverse component averages to zero (see Sec. 3.2). (These average values can be determined from Microball spectra such as those shown in Fig. 2 , for example.) Strictly speaking, f also varies for each event through the energy-dependence of the stopping powers, but as these differences are fairly small they will be neglected in the following derivation.
If the data are sorted with an applied recoil velocity β appẑ and with kick corrections, the full recoil velocity applied to each event is
. β sort = β appẑ + . β 0 r ,
assuming the particle momenta are known sufficiently well to accurately reconstruct . β 
Thus, the residual Doppler shift that is measured is
using Eqs. 13 and 15. Rearranging for f :
Combining Eqs. 12 and 17 gives the velocity that can be used in an event-byevent recoil correction to slightly improve the energy resolution compared to the approach given in Sec. 2.2:
. β r (t) = ( . β c + . β 
If Eq. 17 is instead substituted into Eq. 13, we have the average velocity in terms of the measurable quantities: 
Note, however, that this is the average vector; the stopping powers depend on the magnitude, so we must evaluate the average magnitude hβ r (t)i. This can be expressed as Since β 0 r is small compared to β c , the radical can be expanded in powers of h If reasonable velocities are considered as an example, β 1 = 0.030 and β 2 = 0.003, the error in the approximation can be calculated for different orientations ofβ 1 ,β 2 , andê. If we assume all three vectors are along theẑ direction, for example, the exact Doppler-shifted energy for an E 0 = 1000-keV γ ray is E exact = 1033.563 keV, while the approximation yields E appr = 1033.560 keV-a negligible difference. This approximation of course depends on the relative orientations of the vectors; if the detector is atê =ŷ instead ofẑ, the above scenario results in E exact = 999.455 keV and E appr = 999.545 keV, for an error of 0.09 keV. Alternatively, we can calculate the δ 1 and δ 2 correction terms: δ 1 = 0.00018 compared to (1 − β 2 ) = 0.99891 in both examples, and δ 2 = 0.00009 compared to (1 − . β ·ê) = 0.967 forê =ẑ or δ 2 = 0 compared to (1 − . β ·ê) = 1 forê =ŷ. 2αp-gated with recoil correction for 2α (1p rejected), (d) αp-gated with full recoil correction, and (e) 2αp-gated with recoil correction for αp (1α rejected). Solid and dotted spectra are from rings 4 and 14 of Gammasphere, respectively, which are symmetric around θ = 90 • . The reversal of the skewed peaks in (d) and (e) reßect the difference in bias between the missed (backward-angle) and rejected (forward-angle) α particles. All of these spectra were sorted with the same applied recoil velocity. 
